WHERE THE STARS ARE CLOSER
10 - 16 June 2021 * Mallorca

WE
CARE

IT IS TIME TO NURTURE
OURSELVES, TAKE CARE
OF SOUL AND BODY

FREEDOM & SELF-EXPLORATION
Open your senses.
This is about your well-being, about adventure and creating a bond for life...
A trip where you can truly be yourself and relax completely
Come with us and feel the magic, immerse yourself in a soul-soothing escape in the
Mallorcan countryside. You will connect your innerself through meditation, yoga,
creative escapades and just by being your true self.

DAY TO DAY

Our planning is not set in stone, we’ll go with the flow as the days go by...
your hosts, Sophie & Stephanie will take you on an adventure, exploring and meeting people that embraced the Island of Mallorca and who will teach you different
ways of self-care.
During your seven days you will enjoy many different experiences.
All experiences are chosen to ease your mind and free your spirits.
Every day we will have a yoga session, combined with meditation.
Our amazing in-house cook, Carolina will surprise you every day with nurturing
food, inspiring you to bring home her flavours. She will top off the experience with
a personalised cooking class.
Through a tarrot card reading, Sophie will give you a message for the ongoing year.
On June 10, she will also guide you through a New moon ceremony where you will
get the chance to set your goals and expectiatons, not only for this week, but also
for the future in general.
Sophie will also introduce the group to walking / hiking meditation, where we will
head out to beautiful areas to practice.

WELCOME HOME, FINCA ES CABAS

WE LOOK FORWARD WELCOMING YOU IN A WORLD OF TRADITION
The finca has been inhabited and cultivated for thousands of years, with all those
before us leaving their mark on the land...
This beautifully restored, ancient property of Talaiotic and Moorish origin is set at
the foot of the Serra de Tramuntana Mountain Range in Mallorca's South West.
Close your eyes, take a deep breath...
Now, imagine waking up to the fresh country air for a morning walk to the nearby
hill, where there lies an ancient monument, for a sunrise view over the farmlands
and towards the ocean. Watching the light glisten off the stonework and leaves below, all the while backed by views of the Serra de Tramuntana Mountains.

SOPHIE MUUSE

WALKING MEDITATION, MOON CEREMONIES & ENERGY HEALING

I believe that a natural state of well being is always present, no matter what life circumstances are. Though due to psychological stresses and overwhelming external
circumstances it can be challenging to connect to this natural state of well being. 
For a long time, I experienced myself lost in routines, expectations, and with a unsatisfiable hunger to fill up that void I was feeling inside of me. This has led me to
the outskirts of the world to find answers for a deeper understanding of myself as
a whole.
On the kilometers of trails in Africa, Latin-America, Europe and Asia I’ve been
guided by a wide variety of teachers in mindfulness and meditation, and ancient
wisdoms of nature, shamanic practices, healing, and body work. Here, I gained
a deeper understanding what true wellbeing is. A state of wholeness, realisation,
gratitude, calmness and true bliss.
I’ll guide you with my heart, powerful intuition, profound knowledge, honesty, and
humour on the path towards complete well being. Activating your curiosity for
what’s inside and around you; the good and the bad; the pleasant and the unpleasant; and your true potential and purpose.
This path contains magical encounters.
One, a simple innovative practice of walking meditation. Second, by energy healing
to relax, release what you no longer need and bring yourself back into balance and
harmony. Third, by moon ceremony to reconnect to the magic forces of the cycle of
earth, transitions in life so we can bring the sacred back into our life.
Instagram: @somuuse
www.walkingmeditation.eu

STEPHANIE COBBAERT

TOOLS OF RECOVERY, A TRAVEL DESIGNER ON A MISSION

I met Sophie while on a mission to organise a first retreat in Mallorca. It felt a bit
like faith brought us together as the moment we started talking I knew, this is it, we
need to work together on this.
As a young woman in recovery, I’m always open to self-improvement. I want to
bring my story to you and I want to hear your stories. Together we can learn from
and inspire one another.
Teased by constant anxiety, insecurity and emotional pain, alcoholism, an eating
disorder and workaholism became my ways of coping with feelings.
Two years ago a got to my knees. I realised I needed help.
I surrendered myself to rehabilitation and it has been the best decision I ever made.
In recovery I learned so much about myself and my relationships, I have real feelings now and I have nothing to numb them, I’m grateful for that every day, difficult
days and happy days.
Recovery has been a way to find the real me, along the way of fighting my demons,
I took the time to explore my passions and hobbies. Turns out I’m quite a badass,
loving adrenaline and adventure.
The beauty of my story is that I had the balls to choose me.
The tools that were handed to me during my time in rehab, that I received so patiently in my many AA (Alcoholics Anonymous) and EDA (Eating Disorder Anonymous) meetings, I want to pass on to you. As I believe these tools are beneficial to
anyone, addict or not.
Instagram: @thesybariteflamingo & @stephaniecobbaert_
www.thesybariteflamingo.com

YASMIN SCHWARZ

ASHTANGA & AYURVEDA, FINDING YOUR UNIQUE POTENTIAL

I grew up on the island of Mallorca, life and work have led me to live in South
Africa, Germany and London, among other places.
I discovered yoga while teaching children at a local school NGO in Tanzania.
There I found the Ashtanga book written by John Scott in a little shop in Dar Es
Salam and started to practice the Asthanga Primary Series as a self practice.
A couple of years later in 2015 I took my first Yoga teacher training with Jeanne
Heilemann from LA and soon after giving birth to my first son I realized that my
yoga was more important than my job. I was looking for something more meaningful and made plans to make yoga my career and not just a hobby.
Now I am an international & certified Yoga teacher, yoga children book author,
passionate about music, nature and the sea, and mother of three incredible children.
In my Vinyasa Flow style classes I combine elements from Ashtanga Yoga creating
a deep rhythm between movement and breath, incorporating my love for chanting mantras as well as the wisdom of Ayurveda.
I enjoy creating a safe and loving atmosphere to increase your overall well-being,
sharing the love for what yoga develops in each individual and inspiring everyone
to find their unique potential through their practice.
Instagram: @yasmins.yoga

CAROLINA ALBERTONI

FOOD AS A CONNECTION TO SELF, EARTH AND COMMUNITY

My interest in food started at a very young age and developed as a creative process until I found myself being a chef.
It fascinates me that cooking and eating are forms of art. Where everything is
possible and at the same time it’s a way of building health. It is the link of connection to self, connection to the earth and connection to community all in one.
Such important topics at this time...
My inspiration for cooking is to follow the joy. The variety of ingredients the
seasons and local markets offer in all its freshness are ingredients for so much
creativity. The land always offers just what our bodies need.
Next to providing you everyday with diverse meals, I am also looking forward
sharing with you a nice cooking experience introducing local produce and creative ideas for a healthy relationship to food.

WHAT DOES IT INCLUDE

> 6 night stay at Finca Es Cabas, based on a shared suite with twin beds
> All meals, prepared by our inhouse cook, Carolina
> Water, tea, coffee and fruits during the day
> New Moon Ceremony & Closing Ceremony
> Two Walking / hiking meditations
> Every day yoga session combined with meditation
> Linen colouring workshop where you will colour your own dress with products
from nature
> Cooking class
> Tarrot reading where you’ll get to know more about yourself and Sophie will
guide you on this during your stay
> Plenty of amazing talks
> One horseriding session
> Ecstatic dance experience
Optional activities
- Massage
- Reading
1870 euro per person (sharing suite)
If you prefer a single room, contact us
A 500 euro deposit will be asked to secure your spot

